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Theater Department’s
last C. Walsh production
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Regan rant
strikes concern
campus-wide
Colleen Day
Editor-in-Chief
Shots were fired Monday as
the university’s former public
relations head George Regan of
Regan Communications lashed
out at the Boston institution,
calling for retribution for what
he sees as an unjust firing from
a university his firm has been
employed for more than 27
years.
Regan - a public relations
maven who ardently backed
Suffolk’s immediate removal
of the now outgoing president
Margaret McKenna - jabbed the
institution, vowing to remain a
loud presence in the media in
attempts to save the university
from what he feels was a
terrible mistake vetting its first
female president.
“I owe that school and that
woman has no right being the
leader. That’s why I took a very
public stand,” said Regan in an
interview with Commonwealth
Magazine published Monday,
later commenting McKenna
has made several “unnecessary
enemies” during her mere nine
months in office.
With
the
one-on-one
interview going viral within
hours on campus disrupting
classes
and
upsetting

Craig Martin/Journal Staff

Developers have begun conversations with Beacon Hill residents as they prepare to begin construction when the
university's lease ends in June. Built in 1920 and sold in July for $43.5 million, the replacement is a historic move.

Concrete plans for Temple Street losses
Brigitte Carreiro
News Editor

Suffolk University’s longtime
Temple
Street
properties,
sold in July, are now being
processed for a conversion
into 75 residential condos. This
construction has already begun
on the neighboring Fenton
building, sold in 2014.
The Boston Herald recently
reported that the development
of the buildings has been taken
over by JDMD Owner LLC, a
Dedham-based affiliate of Center
Court Properties. Construction
is imminent, prompting the
recent permitting process by
the developers.
“The Fenton building is
already being converted into
condos and is almost done with
construction. Donahue is going
through
the permitting process
See REGANpage 4
vnth the city of Boston,”

Underground parking with 60
allotted spaces is also in the
works.
The buildings have been
used academically by Suffolk
University since Archer was
built as the original Law School
in 1920. Now, the Beacon Hill
street will be predominantly
residential. According to Nucci,
these developers have begun
conversations with neighbors
in Beacon Hill, preparing for
construction to start when
Suffolk’s lease ends in June.
“The only logical use for
those
buildings, given that
Craig Martin/Journal Sfaff
they’re located on a residential
street, would seem to be
The condos will include two penthouse levels with
housing,”
said Nucci. “I’d be
one-to-£our bedroom imits. Underground parking with
surprised
if the Beacon Hill
60 allotted spaces, large sleek bay windows, a roofdeck
neighborhood
would accept
patio and loxmge are some of the features available in an
anything other than residential
architect's rendering from early April.
housing on that side.”
Nucci, a Suffolk alum and
former
Suffolk
professor
said Senior Vice President of
According to the Herald,
External Affairs John Nucci. He the condos will include two
said the university has no ties penthouse levels with oneSee PLANSpage 2
with the development plans.
to-four-bedroom
units.
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SGA awards create new honor, recognize many
Brigitte Carreiro
News Editor
“We’ve
seen
firsthand
the power of leadership on
campus. We saw a united
front between student leaders
and leaders in the faculty. We
saw the tremendous impact
that this type of leadership
has on the community,” said
outgoing Student Government
Association President Colin
Loiselle at the annual SGA
Leadership Awards Tuesday
night.
The Suffolljt community
gathered
to
recognize
outstanding
students
and
faculty who
have
made
important contributions to the
university as a whole this year.
Among the most noted
commemoration
presented
at this year’s awards was
that of Dean Nancy Stoll,
who attended the event as
her final SGA Awards before
her retirement. As tribute,
Stoll received the Lifetime
Achievement Honor, but as a
way to salute her impressive
work with the student body,
and SGA in particular, Loiselle
announced that the award will
now be known as the Dr. Nancy
C. Stoll Award for Commitment
to Student Life.
“Dean Stoll helped me grow,
not just as a leader, but as a
professional,” said Loiselle.

Among others noted, junior
Tiffany Martinez received the
Unsung Student Hero award,
senior Megan Post received
the Outstanding College of
Arts and Sciences Student of
the Year Award, and junior
Kathleen Andrade received
Outstanding Junior of the
Year, as well as helped accept
the award for Most Improved
Student Organization of the
Year for her contribution to
dance troupe Pasion Latina.
“I was not expecting it,
and it’s just an honor to be
nominated. It’s the whole team;
it isn’t just me,” Andrade said.
“I’m definitely grateful to have
all these people around.”
Post, a public relations
student attending her first SGA
Awards, had similar reactions
to her win.
“Fm so honored that people
would nominate me and vote
for me. It’s a great way to close
out my Suffolk career,” she
said.
Facilitating
the
event
were sophomores Jonathan
McTague and Nick DeSouza,
SGA senators who hosted the
evening complete with thickerthan-usual Boston accents and
enough sense of humor to go
around.
“It’s good to see everyone
tonight. President McKenna,
it’s good to see that you’re still
here,” DeSouza said, eliciting
plenty
of
good-humored

Brigitte Correiro/Journal Staff

The Suffolk University Lav/ School hosted the 2016 SGA Leadership Awards
with a full house on Tuesday night.
laughter.
McKenna, who took the
podium herself, applauded
the Suffolk community in
its entirety for its resilience
in what has been called an
unstable academic year.
“The students here are living
life every day, engaged in life
every day, engaged in creating
change, engaged in advocacy,”
she said. “I have been so
impressed by the students at
Suffolk. It’s been an amazing
experience for me.”
John Silveria, assistant dean
of students and- SGA advisor,
commended the current SGA
executive board, for their
work this year, giving special
recognition to Loiselle.
“It’s one of those moments

where you actually get to see
how [a student will] handle
things representing the student
body,” said Silveria. “You’ve
had a president this year who’s
always willing to defend what
the students believed in, and
you’ve had a student this year
who stood up for you.”
In accordance with previous
years, Loiselle initiated the
Passing of the Gavel ceremony
with SGA President-Elect Sean
Walsh, who will fill Loiselle’s
shoes for the 2016-2017
academic year.
“I consider myself very
lucky to be able to come
back next year and continue
working for students who have
been underrepresented so
we can keep fighting to make

sure student interest remains
the number one priority when
major decisions are made,”
Walsh said. “I can’t say enough
about Golin and how much
he’s done for me. Suffolk is
extremely lucky to have had
him as president of the Student
Government Association. I don’t
think there’s anybody better.”
SGA Secretary Brianna Silva,
who was charged as the main
organizer of the event, said
she was proud of the result of
many weeks of hard work.
“This award show is for all
student organizations, leaders
and administration, and I
hope that all those recognized
tonight left the event knowing
that this is all for them,” she
said.
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Luxury condos to replace
Beacon Hill properties
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From PLANSpage 1
himself, took classes and
worked in the buildings and
said the transformation could
foster some nostalgia.
“The reality is that they
were substandard facilities,”
he said. “The science labs were
from an entirely different age,
and it was a liability in terms
of attracting students to the
university.”
The Herald reported that
the developers have “plans
to restore and maintain the
architectural character of the
Archer building.”
The shift of Temple Street
to a residential area comes
as a change to surrounding
businesses and city properties.
Although Suffolk has no plans
as of yet to shut down or
replace the Ridgeway building
on Cambridge Street, it is a fair
expectation that student foot
traffic on Beacon Hill will slow
down considerably.
Legal Counsel at the
Massachusetts State House

Thomas Statuto, who received
undergrad and master’s degrees
from Suffolk in 2010 and 2011,
respectively, understands the
university’s reasons for selling
the buildings but said the loss
of Beacon Hill will affect the
institution’s character.
“I can see why the school’s
doing it, logically; I understand
they had to do it for financial
reasons,” he said. “I think
it could potentially affect
enrollment in that it loses
its downtown appeal with a
college campus. Beacon Hill
was its campus before.”
Statuto alluded to the way
that a decrease of student
activity
on
Beacon
Hill
could hurt local businesses,
speculating on the recentlyclosed Derne Street Deli, which
neighbors Donahue and Archer,
was a popular spot for students.
Some real estate changes
throughout the Suffolk campus
are quickly advancing, while
others are at a standstill.
According to Nucci, there is
still no plan for a replacement
of G. Walsh Theater.
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BAARC walk gathers Suffolk community
Katherine Yearwood
Journal Staff

In support of the Boston Area
Rape Crisis Center (BARCC) and
survivors of sexual assault, the
Suffolk University community
joined the organization on
Sunday for the second year in
a row for its largest walk yet.
This year, the walk attracted
over 1,400 people, according
to Development Director Kristy
Cullivan-Sierra.
Supporters
gathered
at
DCR’s Artesani Park, some
victims
of abuse,
others
devoted advocates. While each
person had their own reasons
for attending this event, it
came down to advocacy and
prevention of sexual assault.
In the United States, one in
six women and one in 33 men on
average experience attempted
or completed sexual assault
or rape, according to BARCC.
However, when broken down,
the numbers are much higher
for members of marginalized
groups. One in three Native
American or indigenous women
report being raped, according
to The Guardian.
“When you have endured
such a deep egregious violation,
when your spirit has been
broken, there is nothing more
hateful that someone can say,
more dismissive, more reducing
than, T don’t believe you,”’
said Boston City Councilor
and Sexual Abuse and Assault
survivor Ayanna Pressley. “To
say to someone, T believe you,

we believe you’ - there is no
greater humanity than that,
nothing more gracious, nothing
more loving, nothing more
generous.”
Her voice was unwavering
and unapologetic as she
exhilarated the crowd. People
dedicated to eliminating rape
culture clapped and cheered
with her and for the cause.
“There need be no stigma for
those that come forward,” said
Editor At-Large at the Boston
Globe and Spotlight Team
Member Walter
Robinson.
“Police and prosecutors must
always make sexual assault
cases their highest priority,
[so] that there be no haven
in any institution for sexual
predators.”
BARCC is dedicated to
ensuring that any person who
is a victim of sexual assault
and violence is acknowledged
and addressed rather than
overlooked.
“My wife and I have
been attending BARCC for
years,” said Cliff Pollan, 59,
of Wellesley. “I think they do
wonderful work, so it’s a cause
we care about. We first got
involved with BARCC 10 years
ago when a dear friend of ours
had been raped and had to use
the services, and he invited us
to one of the fundraisers and it
became a cause that we believe
deeply in.”
The 3.1-mile walk was
made up of people of different
genders, ethnicities, incomes
and
sexual
orientations,
accentuating the range of
people affected by sexual
assault.

“The diversity reflected here
today reminds me that this isn’t
a crime that discriminates,”
said Pressley. “It doesn’t care
about your socioeconomic
status, your race, your gender,
your sexual orientation or your
gender identity.”
As April is Sexual Assault
Awareness
Month,
the
event fostered an inclusive
environment for advocates to
gather and share stories.
“I think we’ve learned so
much about what it means
to be a survivor,” said Pollan.
“The t5T)es of support that
people need and often can’t
get, but thanks to BARCC they
do, and it’s equipped us as we
talk to friends about it ... It’s a
very difficult subject for many
people, it’s a subject we’re much
more comfortable about.”
The route was lined by signs
with quotes encouraging people
to keep walking forward. One
sign read, “I cannot express
how much this organization
has changed my life,” and
another, “With every step you
give survivors strength.”
“I feel extremely supported,
and I feel like the work is just
so important, and I realize more
and more how big BARCC’s
influence is in the community,
and that feels really important
to me,” said Laura Gallant, 24,
of Randolph, who volunteers for
BARCG’s Community Awareness
and Prevention Services. “The
work itself is extremely great
and extremely important, and
they make sure you know how
important it is and how much
of an influence we have within
the community as well.”
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Police Blotter
Tuesday, April 5
4:00 p.m.
150 Tremont Street

Larceny. Closed.

Tuesday, April 5
11:08 p.m.
10 West Street

Assault and battery. Judicial internal.

Saturday, April 9
2:19 a.m.
10 Somerset Street

Vandalism. Investigation.

Interested
in joining
The Suffolk Journal?
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We are always
looking for writers,
photographers,
cartoonists, editors,
social media liaisons,
graphic designers,
and more.

Katherine Yearwood/Journal Staff

Supporters congregated at
Artesani Park to walk for a cause.

Email us at
suffolkj our nal@gmail. com
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University turmoil affecting students
From REGANpage 1
sources familiar with the
matter, Student Government
Association President Colin
Loiselle struck back at Regan,
seeing his latest outburst as a
serious threat to a university in
desperate need of stability.
“I would love to see a report
of the services this delusional
man actually provided Suffolk
University. Listen, if I lost
such an easy paycheck. I’d
be angry too. But it’s time to
move on. #DelusionalGeorge,”
posted Loiselle to Facebook
early Tuesday morning, later
encouraging students to tweet
directly at the public relations
firm and voice their concerns.
In an interview with the
Journal late Tuesday, Loiselle
addressed SGA’s plans to
protect student interests as
Regan remains determined to
unleash the university’s private
matters publically, saying,
“it’s just the sixth inning,” to
Commonwealth Magazine.
“I don’t see these problems
going away until we have a
new chairman of the Board
of Trustees. All the instability
around that position has made
the perfect environment for
George Regan to act the way he
is acting,” said Loiselle.
“But, the game is over. Regan
has lost. He’s been kicked out of
the tournament. He’s not even
playing anymore,” said Loiselle.
SGA President-Elect Sean
Walsh, the vice president
throughout
this
year’s

turnnover, shared the same
sentiments.
“It’s time for Mr. Regan to
move on and to stop running
the good name of Suffolk
University through the mud,”
said Walsh.
Promising
to
remain
a present, strong player
advocating for student interests
during the ongoing, shaky
administrative affairs, Loiselle
said he thinks the university
needs to reevaluate the sorts of
contracts and company they’re
keeping.
“What we can do is when
we meet with the Board of
Trustees and as we move
forward, demand that these
types of contracts don’t exist,
because they’re useless,” said
Loiselle.
“We will also maintain
that the Board should report
these types of contracts and
be transparent about what
they’re doing, because I can’t
list a single thing that Regan
Communications
did
for
Suffolk, and I’m sure there are
people on the Board that can’t
list anything they’ve done,”
said Loiselle.
SGA’s next step, said Loiselle,
is ensuring Chariman Andrew
Meyer and the Board reform
their bylaws and adopt a shared
governance where decisions are
communicated clearly so the
university, students and alumni
can act proactively rather than
reactively.
“Change is what we demand.
We are prepared to handle that.
But, I’m not optimistic it will be

over soon,” said Loiselle, “and
there’s not much SGA can do
in terms of preventing Regan
from continuing to pout like a
child in the media.”
Ironically,
of
the
names Regan addressed to
Commonwealth Magazine, is
former Regan Communications
employee Greg Gatlin, who
currently holds the position
as
the university’s Vice
President of Marketing and
Communications and Suffolk
spokesperson.
“Sometimes people forget
where they came from,” said
Regan in the article. “I’m a little
disappointed in him... That’s
Greg. I don’t lose any sleep
over it.”
Gatlin declined to comment
on Regan’s statement.
In terms of moving the
university forward as the
academic year comes to an
end, Walsh is slated to inherit
a university and student body
still in the thralls of a media
nightmare.
Said Walsh on taking office
in the fall: “Moving forward,
we need to keep the positive
messaging about this university
alive. We’ve seen tremendous
support for the #SuffolkStory
campaign, and as students,
we need to make sure that all
of the tremendous positives
drown out the negatives that
are coming from Regan and the
Board.”
“Students need to be a major
part of the process for hiring a
new President of the University
when that time comes,” he said.
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Are you graduating soon? Have you started thinking about
student loan repayment? Now is the time! Join SALT to get
FREE student loan advice. For Real.
As a Suffolk University student and soon-to-be alum, you have access to expert student loan
counselors to help answer your loan questions at any time during repayment. You can reach a
SALT loan counselor at 877-523-9473 or Ioanliclpfe' saltimonev.0rg 7 days a week! SALT
counselors can provide you with advice and guidance on:

•
•
•
•
•

Locating your student loan infonnation
Understanding your loan repayment options
What to do if you’re struggling to make payments
Using defennent or forttoarance to postpone repayment
Whether loan consolidation is right for your situation

Get to touch with a loan counselor if you need help managing your student levins. If you haven’t
activated your FREE SALT membership yet, you can do so at www.saltmonev.org/saftblk.
Remember, your SALT account never expires! Be sure to check out SALT’S other financial
topics such as credit, budgeting, banking, taxes, and more! Access to SALT is provided free for
all current students and alums!

An Open Letter to
Bemie Sanders Supporters
Maggie Randall

Journal Staff

When Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont announced his
candidacy to run for president in 2016 last May, most of
the world did not bat an eye. Sanders’s announcement at
the get-go garnered some support but mostly opposition
in the form of skepticism and annoyance.
Over the past year, however, his support has grown all
over the nation among young people, liberals, Democrats
and those frustrated with the current political system.
In October, a Sanders rally at the Boston Convention
and Exhibition Center attracted 20,000 people to
hear Sanders speak on his plan for what he called a
“political revolution” through equality, accessibility and
progressive social and economic reforms. The volunteers
and supporters were hopeful, inspired and above all,
positive.
Over the past couple of months, however, this
positivity has seemed to vanish among Sanders’s
supporters. Instead of “feeling the Bern,” it appears as if
Sanders supporters lash out at those who do not support
him.
This change in attitude is mainly reflected in the way
Sanders supporters view his main rival, former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton.
A new group of people has emerged on social media
platforms. Called “Bernie Bros,” they are described
as young men supportive of Sanders but completely
dismissive of Clinton. They aim to paint her in a negative
light through borderline aggressive tweets, memes and
the like.
We’ve all seen it: a comparative meme of Sanders and
Clinton pointing out his good qualities and projecting her
as out of touch with pop culture, or a rant on Facebook
from a young man who simply cannot stand Clinton.
Of course, there are informed Sanders supporters
who prefer him over Clinton because they feel more
aligned with his beliefs, they find Clinton less fit for
office or any other knowledgeable argument. These
“Bemie Bros,” though, raise two important factors to
consider during this election: sexism and electability.
Some have pointed out the apparent sexism of these
“Bemie Bros.” Last week, Paul Krugman of The New
York Times suggested that even “Bemie is becoming a
Bernie Bro” from his recent track record of accusations
against Clinton.
Would Sanders have gotten as far as he has today if
he were a woman? Would people have been flippant,
suggesting he has no idea what democratic-socialism is,
or saying he has no right to change the current political
system? Does being male put him ahead in this race?
Even as a more institutionalized, moderate Democratic
candidate, Clinton has been accused by Sanders of
shouting and having an abrasive attitude, as a recent
Boston Globe article points out.
The second factor is electability. Clinton is ahead of
Sanders by about 600 delegates, moving her closer to
the 2,383 needed to be the nominee, according to The
New York Times.
How will Sanders supporters or these “Bernie Bros”
vote on Nov. 4 if Sanders is not the nominee?
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Ford Hall Forum attempts
to break Muslim stereotypes
Jacob Geanous
Journal Staff

Muslims
have
been
increasingly targeted across the
country. Whether in politics,
the media, or on the streets,
people practicing Islam lately
deal with constant waves
adversity. With presidential
candidates’ increasing debate
and verbal attacks on MuslimAmericans, anyone practicing
Islam in the United States has
a reasonable cause for concern.
The Muslim community
recently took proactive steps
to push against the fear
they confronted with during
the latest Ford Hall Forum
installment; Modern Muslims
in a Modern World.
The panel was made up of
prominent Islamic practicing
Bostonians who aimed to dispel
common misconceptions about
their religion and explain how
they maintain normalcy in the
face of America’s mounting
Islamophobia.
Members of the panel
included: founders of the “Ask
a Muslim” public booth Mona
Haydar and Sebastian Robins,
public booth, Cambridge City
Councilor Nadeem Mazen, and
Master of Education candidate
at Harvard, Sister Barbara
Sahli. Reverend Amy L. Fisher,
Suffolk- University’s interfaith
chaplain, moderated the event
that took place in the Modern
Theatre Thursday.
“I think that hardly anyone
understands
Islam
unless
they’re Islamic,” said Fisher in
an interview with the Journal.
“We, as non-Muslims, have
very little knowledge about
Islam and we wanted to take
down that barrier and enter a
religious dialogue to end some
ignorance.”
Freshman
accounting
major and practicing Muslim
Maryem Bakati was present in
the audience. She recently met
with the Journal to discuss the
importance of events like this
forum to better educate the
public about practicing Islam.
“I think that this should
be happening every two to
three months because this is
what’s happening to everyday
Muslims,” she said. “Some
people just don’t know, some
people are just ignorant, not
because they’re uneducated.
They just don’t go out and find
answer so their first choice is
to hate”
Like Fisher and Bakati,

By Twitter user ©nadeemtron

Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins discuss what it's like to be a modern
Muslim despite recent political disputes that stereotype the identity.
members of the panel also
held onto the notion that the
perception of the American
Muslim is often misconstrued.
“A lot of non-Muslim
Americans think that Muslims
are so different, alien, and they
find it hard to believe that they
can interact with America,” said
Robins.
The speakers tackled the
tough question of what it
means to be a “modern Muslim”
in regards to the turbulent
political landscape that has
unfolded across the world. As a
current candidate for a Masters
of Education degree at Harvard,
Sahli, further highlighted the
need for people to educate
themselves independently.
“As a Muslim I think the
biggest challenge I face is all
the imagined ways that we are
portrayed,” explained Sahli.
“When you hear words like
Muslim, terrorists, or Islamic
extremism it registers in
the receiver’s mind that this
includes all Muslims and I think
this is very dangerous.”
Islamophobia was a key topic
in the discussion. They were
asked to differentiate between
fear, caused by terroristic

violence, and bigotry. Both of
these words had been used
interchangeably, but have
different meanings. According
to the panel, fear is currently
being used to disguise deeprooted bigotry that has been
an emerging topic of political
debate.
“There’s definitely racism
happening, there’s definitely
bigotry, there’s also elements
of fascism that crept in for
the first time in a while,” said
Mazen. “I want to say that the
hawkish stances of many of our
past presidents has been fascist,
but you don’t know real fascism
until a presidential candidate
says we should round people
up and control them in their
neighborhoods.”
The night’s undisputed
climax came during the openended question and answer
portion of the forum, when
an older gentlemen asked a
question.
“You folks should do more to
condemn the violence prevalent
in your religion,” he said. “With
regards to your Prophet, so
called, can you tell me how it is
that you worship someone who
was a bloodthirsty, murdering.

rampaging, genocidal maniac
who slaughtered and destroyed
anything that got in his way.”
The audience looked on in
disbelief.
Robins, who runs the “Ask
a Muslim” public booth with
his wife Mona Hawdar, spoke
up first, his voice quivering
slightly.
“What you’re doing right
now is exactly why we are here,
as well as why the audience is
here,” he said, slowly regaining
a composed tone of voice.
The other panelists also
chipped in, and confronted
the man and spring-boarding
the situation into a learning
experience.
“People
[who]
have
ridiculous,
aggressive
values,
will
be
healed
with
communication
and
righteousness,” added Mazen.
“It is not your place to ask us
to do more, it is your place
to continue to heal through
dialogue and I can promise you
that the way in which you are
revealing your intentions will
not heal anyone.”
Bakati, who was sitting only
a few seats away from the man,
recalled the fear that she felt in

the face of his anger.
“Being there and being so
close to the guy, it was scary.
Imagine if he pulled my scarf or
something. Just to face that, so
close, was very terrifying,” she
said. “The way they handled it
was great, but imagine if this
was a Christian panel with a
Muslim person there. I think
the police would have tackled
him down on the right thereo.
But I’m kind of glad that he
stayed and listened because
maybe he could have changed
his mind by the end of the day.”
The final question came
from a young audience member
in attendance. A fourthgrade girl was ushered by her
mother to the microphone,
standing on tiptoes so that she
could properly speak into it.
She wanted to know how she
should address her classmates
who may say derogatory things
about Muslims. The panelists
collectively agreed that this
should be handled peacefully
through dialogue. They advised
her to explain to her classmates
that these comments hurt
everyone, not just Muslims.
This concluded the forum on a
relatively high note.
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Corporate Japan pursues to step up women s growth drive
traditional work that women followed.”
In Japan there are different
sometimes
be
preparing factors at play as to why
refreshments and tea for the women generally have yet to
male guests that would be be viewed as equals to their
visiting the office to meet with male counterparts. Suffolk
University
Communications
the male supervisors.
Within the past 20 to 30 and
Journalism
Professor

Katherine Yearwood would have in an office would
Journal Staff

Recently, Japan introduced
a bill aimed at securing more
women into their corporate
world. Despite the new bill,
many say it will likely still be
difficult for women to flourish
in the workplace due to the
country’s social structure and
defined gender roles.
Director
of
Suffolk
University’s
Rosenberg
Institute of East Asian Studies
and History Professor Ronald
Suleski described
in an
interview with The Journal
Japan’s polar spectrums and
has little faith in the system.
“There are two environments
in Japan. One is what the
law says and the other is the
reality,” said Suleski.
While there are laws that
are aimed at promoting gender
equality
among
Japanese
citizens, these laws are not
always completely effective or
enforced, according to Suleski.
He said that women may get
the job, but will be assigned
duties that are less than a
man’s opportunities, which
give them less of a chance to
be promoted.
Suleski
explained
the

“There’s a traditional role
of the Japanese woman.
She’s quiet, she’s polite,
she serves her husband,
her children, her family,
and that makes the
country strong.”

The economy in Japan has
made it harder for many people
to get by and this can have
even harsher effects on women
over a certain age range.
“Japan I think is a very
conservative society,” said
Suleski.

Courtesy of Suffolk University

Ronald Suleski
years, Japan has enacted a
number of laws all aimed at
empowering women in the
workplace. However, it has
been reported that these laws
are not enforced.
“If you look at the law, the
law paints a very different
picture,” said Suleski. “It paints
a picture of giving women more
opportunity for advancement
to be treated in a more proper
way equal to men, but the law
is in the books but it’s often not

Bruce Wickelgren believes the
country is paternalistic.
“It follows a masculine way of
understanding, it believes that
the man is the breadwinner and
that a woman’s job is to serve
men. Obviously Japan is not
alone in this,” said Wickelgren.
“We have that in the United
States, but we like to pretend
that it’s not as strong as it is in
Japan, and perhaps to a certain
extent it’s not, but it is similar
across both cultures.”

He explained that Japanese
companies will advertise that
they are looking for a female
secretary, but has to be between
25 to 30 years old.
“If you’re over 30, don’t
apply. They say it very clearly,”
said Suleski.
Japan’s
culture
largely
circles around tradition and
when it’s not followed, that
can bring about tension and
conflict.
“There’s a traditional role

of the Japanese woman,” said
Suleski. “She’s quiet, she’s
polite, she serves her husband,
her children, her family, and
that makes the country strong.”
This traditional role may
affect many women in Japan
when it comes to how they
perceive themselves and how
they should operate in society.
“There needs to be a
representation of a greater
thing before real change can
take place and a matter of
fact most of the time it can be
generations before those kind
of change actually happen,”
said Wickelgren.
While many of the older
women have accepted the
customary role of women and
some may even like this, there
are many young women who
want gender equality and less
restrictive roles imposed on
them.
“I don’t think that anything
can lead to gender equality,”
said Wickelgren. “I don’t think
that the concept of equality is
something that is possible. I
think that there are ways that a
culture can create better access
to more things. A law is only
as good as the people who are
willing to pay attention to it,
but is it a start? I believe that
we have to start somewhere in
a culture.”

mil
700+ courses, many with stops
across the globe

► Study abroad programs, from Italy to Belize
Field studies, from Plymouth to New Mexico

I: Session I begins: 5/31
I Session II begins: 7/18
■V'

► Service learning in France and Haiti

► Hundreds of courses In languages,
business, science and more
f
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Theatre department pays Rent for last time
some, it was a closing
Sharyn Gladstone of For
their college and theatrical
Arts Editor careers; for others it was just
the start.
Junior theatre major and
Alexa Gagosz
print
journalism minor, Andrew
International Editor

Almost 35 years ago, Dr.
Marilyn Plotkins
cantered
across the brick walkway on
Beacon Hill where she stepped
into what was then called
the auditorium of Suffolk
University at 55 Temple Street.
She turned the lights on to find
the chipping turquoise and
mustard paint on the walls and
to discover that the technical
groundwork
was
ancient.
Those same lights turned on
this weekend for the theatre
department’s final hallmark
production, Rent.
Back then, it was the only
place at Suffolk that sat over
100 people. Now, it holds
crowds of people, anxiously
waiting for a show to begin,
much like this weekend.
As a result of Dr. Plotkins’
efforts,
the
department
expanded.
In 1999,
the
theatre major became its own
department and over the past
17 years, it has housed over 200
student and faculty written and
directed plays.
The 80-year history of the
beloved theatre on Beacon Hill
began to come to fruition on
opening night of the Pulitzer
Prize winning musical.

John Bourque, played Benjamin
Coffin III, the wealthy landlord
and former roommate of
Mark Cohen, Tom Collins, and
Maureen Johnson.
“When I came on to the
show I was mainly just a
student of straight play theatre,
leaving musicals way on the
back burner,” said Bourque.
“However after my friends
convinced me to audition, I was
cast and thus began the next
four months of my life.”
Bourque conformed to the
musical genre, something he
never thought he could do.
“I learned how to sing, how
to sing and act, and how to sing
and act and not look like I’m in
pain while trying to do so,” said
Bourque.
For freshman theatre major
Kane Harper, this was especially
gratifying, since he has seen
the musical an upwards of 250
times, according to him.
As a member of the
ensemble, he played a homeless
man who lived on the streets
with others trying to make
ends meet, to having more
prominent vocal parts in later
scenes.
In “Seasons of Love,” the
verse usually sung by the
character of Tom Collins was
given to Harper, who nailed

Courtesy of Stratton McCrady

“It gave an underlying message that you can try to kick us out or take our
space away but our spirits and our stories will still be here.”

his part while belting out the
famous tune along with the
rest of the cast.
“I knew that it was going
to be fun right as I auditioned,
this show is really different
from most stuff we do here
and in general,” said Harper
reminiscing on the show.
“It’s a bit taboo and fun for
everybody.”
Sophomore theatre major
Erica Wisor embraced the
role of Maureen Johnson and
perfectly encapsulated her
character’s quirks and faults.
At first, her character is only
talked about throughout the first
few scenes by her ex-boyfriend
and current girlfriend. The two
of them meet and discuss her
outrageous behavior, which
included wanting everyone to
“moo” with her.
“Rent taught me to be
present now, to take risks, to
love, to revel in being different,
to let go of the negative, and
to hold on to everything that
makes me alive,” said Wisor
as she spoke of the play and
the themes of the play that
resonated with her.
Senior Political Science and
Broadcast Journalism double
1
major Elainy Mata played the
incredibly difficult, complex,
flawed, but hopeful Mimi
Marquez.
“I think Mimi was one of the
hardest roles I’ve ever played,”
said Mata. “There was so much
physicality,
emotion,
and
strength that was needed to
play such a multi-dimensional
character. I learned a lot of
myself and my acting abilities.”
On her own or with Roger
Davis, played by sophomore
theatre major Matt Bittner, she
Courtesy of Stratton McCrady shined as one of the show’s most
.
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all-around gifted performers.
She and Bittner maintained a
tear-inducing chemistry.
“I loved playing and working
as Mimi everyday and felt
honored about even portraying
such a well-known character
like that,” said Mata.
Bittner and junior theatre
major Kevin J.P. Hanley
flawlessly recreated the roles
of Roger and Mark respectively
through their portrayals.
However, this was the first
go-around
for sophomore
government major Peter Firek.
As someone who has been a part
of the Performing Arts Office,
this was his first musical.
“It was an absolute dream,”
said Firek as he explained that
Rent was the reason for him to
declare a minor in theatre. “The
cast and crew made it such an
enjoyable journey. I grew in
ways I never thought possible.”
Kelly Roper, a prominent
member of the ensemble
explained the process in which
this production came together.
“This rehearsal process was
very immersive, as we spent
hours listening our student
dramaturges Sarah Kerr and
Maggie Bie present us with
information regarding the
AIDS crisis timeline and the
gentrification
of Alphabet
City,” said Roper. “Having this
knowledge helped all of us
actors to better understand
the dire circumstances of
the world we had to create.
We also understood that this
musical tells the stories of real
people that the writer Jonathan
Larson knew. It’s very different
to perform with the goal of
honoring people’s lives.”
Freshman theatre majors
Rory Lambert-Wright
and

Matthew Solomon wowed with
their emotional powerhouse
portrayals of Tom Collins and
Angel. Each character struggles
with AIDS and homelessness.
Each actor inhabits immensely
talented vocals and acting
chops, all in the while,
infatuated with one another.
Angel, who is a transgender
drag queen, brings light to the
characters as they deepen in
their various struggles.
This production envied that
of the original or some of the
more professional productions.
The
chemistry
between
characters and unbelievably
in-sync harmonies allowed
audiences to grasp ahold of the
emotion as if it were their own.
“There are few shows that
have the audience on their feet
every single night,” said Harper,
still in awe as he reflected on
the show’s run.
Much like the theatre
department. Rent connects with
people from all walks of life,
regardless of background or
experiences. It gives voices to
those who have been stripped
of them, proclaiming “No Day
But Today.”
“It gave an underlying
message that you can try to
kick us out or take our space
away but our spirits and our
stories will still be here,” said
Mata passionately.
Dr. Plotkins may now turn
the lights off in C. Walsh with
pride looking back at this
production and all productions
that have been held at this
house that has united students,
faculty, and spectators and
unifying
them
through
expression.
As Mimi famously sang,
“Goodbye love. Goodbye.”
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Batman v Superman is flawed, but entertaining
“Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice”

-

Directed by
Zack Snyder
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Ben Affleck
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Jesse Eisenberg
Gal Gadot
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Diane Lane
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Rated PG-13 (for intense
sequences of violence and
action throughout, and
some sensuality)
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By Flickr user Dave Eckelman

Colin Barry
Journal Staff

Batman and Superman
are two superheroes who
are ingrained into American
pop culture. The two have
fought multiple times in their
respective comics, but never
on the silver screen. While
“Batman v Superman: Dawn
of Justice” is overstuffed,
beyond
complicated
and
filled with silly and stupid
moments, but the action and
character representations work
exceptionally well. There are
some fantastic performances
within the film, and director
Zack Snyder proves that he
is capable of making a dark,
entertaining comic book film.
The film’s story takes place
after 2013’s ’’Man of Steel,” and
finds Bruce Wayne’s Batman
(Ben Affleck) having developed
a deep grudge against Clark
Kent’s Superman (Henry Cavill)
after the destruction of one
of his company’s buildings
in Superman’s battle against
General Zod (Michael Shannon)
in “Man of Steel.” Clark Kent,
on the other hand, has an issue
with Batman’s sense of brutal
vigilante justice.
At the same time, Kent’s
love
interest, Lois Lane
(Academy-Award
nominee
Amy Adams) attempts to
uncover a conspiracy involving
the government’s part in an
international incident. While
this is taking place, Lex Luthor
(Academy-Award
nominee
Jesse Eisenberg) starts to goad
Batman and Superman to

“As enjoyable as some performances and big action sequences are,
‘Justice’ has various problems that affect the rest of the film.”

fight as he observes from the
background like some kind of
crazed spectator. He wants to
keep them distracted while
creating a creature called
Doomsday with the technology
left over from General Zod.
Ben Affleck proves all the
naysayers wrong within the
first few minutes he shows up.
Taking cues from the acclaimed
’’Batman: The Animated Series,”
Affleck shows layers of the
Dark Knight that most actors
who portrayed him could not.
His Bruce Wayne is charming
played flawlessly as Batman in
fight scenes.
Snyder is at the top of his
game in directing action. The
film’s many pulse-pounding
set pieces are some of the best
to have been showcased in
the comic book movie genre.
From a literally explosive
car chase scene with the new
Batmobile to the exciting,
climactic title fight between
Batman and Superman, to the
emotional final battle against
Doomsday featuring Wonder
Woman holding her own with
Superman and Batman, the
action is awesome and expertly
echoes the action scenes found
in comics.
Eisenberg portrays Luthor
as a dangerous genius with
weird nervous ticks, whose
hatred for Superman has driven
him hysterical. He shows some
complexity as Luthor, hinting
toward past events that may
have led to his madness.

As enjoyable as some
performances and big action
sequences are, the largest
problem with the film is the
writing. Veteran screenwriter
David S. Goyer added far too
many subplots to the film. The
international incident seen at
the beginning of the film starts
to set up the plot, but gets lost
in the shuffle of other events
and really does not matter at
the end of it all.
Luthor’s motivation is not
entirely clear by the end of the
film, which leaves the audience
thinking he’s just a bad guy
for the sake of being a bad
guy. Shockingly, the film does
not go in-depth on the rivalry
between the title characters,
which should be featured most
prominently in the movie.
It almost feels like they are
fighting each other because the
title of the movie has “versus”
in it, not because they have
contrasting ideals. It is crucial
to flesh a component like this
out.
Cavill’s dual performance
as Kent and Superman is
borderline robotic, as he shows
very little emotion and no
remorse for his actions. This
is a giant step back from his
performance in ’’Man of Steel,”
where Cavill showcases a more
heroic and three-dimensional
version of the character.
Adams’ Lois Lane does not have
much to do with the plot other
than for her to be present.
In fact, she is more of a plot

convenience than an actual
character. Which is a shame,
since her performance in ’’Man
of Steel” was outstanding.
Gal Gadot’s Wonder Woman,
aside from being in a few
legitimately great action scenes,
is not given a whole lot of the
storyline either, other than to
be set up for the upcoming
’’Justice League” film.
The overall set up for the
’’Justice League” film feels very
obvious and not natural. The
reveals of each member and
the immensely shocking scene
when Ezra Miller’s Flash shows
up really don’t add to the film

itself. They are just in there
to remind the audience there
are more DC films coming.
“Batman v Superman: Dawn
of Justice” is an imperfect,
but satisfying superhero film.
It may not live up to its title,
but fans and moviegoers will
certainly enjoy themselves
with the. film’s chaotic action
sequences and the moments
between the characters of DC’s
Holy Trinity. The ending will
leave the audience, regardless
of whether they are comic
fans or not, breathless and
emotional, and will certainly
stick with them for a long time.

By Flickr user batmanbatcowlz
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Equal Pay Day:
Will it be any different next year?
Hilary Clinton KHiiiaiyClintmi - 6h

The average woman makes just $0.79 for
every $1 a man earns.

Barack Obama f^BasckObama - 1l>

It's time. iEqualPayDay

RT if you agree we have to fix that.
#EqualPayDay

90% of American
voters support
ensuring equal pay
for women.
I'm one of them.
Cl

W

cans.
-PRESIDENT OBAMA

11- UK
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Photos by Twitter users ©HilloryClinton and ©BorockObama

the initiative yesterday do not cost less for women same side as Clinton.
safe manner.
Patrick Holmes took
to address the gender pay so why should they be paid
Obama told companies on
Equal Pay Day was a day
Opinion Editor

On average, it takes a woman
15 months to earn what a man
makes in a year, which is yet
another example of the gender
pay gap that may occupies the
minds of millions. The annual
Equal Pay Day symbolizing the
day to which a woman would
make the same wage as a man
shows this. Yesterday, April 12
was Equal Pay Day and many
were talking about it.
One of the most influential
voices was President Barack
Obama
who
said,
“The
pay gap between men and
women offends our values
as Americans, and as long as
it exists, our businesses, our
communities, and our Nation
will suffer the consequences,”
according to The Huffington
Post.
If Obama can’t see the
United States moving forward
because of the gender pay gap,
then something must change.
It’s not fair that a woman makes
79 cents to every dollar a man
makes for the same amount
of work. Even further, woman
of color and mothers have a
greater pay gap. The statistics
are shown on the website for
the White House.
Luckily, many Americans
seem to agree that women
should be paid the same wage
as men, and I do too. If there
is no notable difference in the
job besides the gender of the
person who fills it, then they
should receive the same pay.
Furthermore,
without
missing a beat. Presidential
Candidate
Hillary
Clinton

gap by saying, “The failure to
ensure equal pay for women
also impacts families and the
broader economy,” according
to The Washington Post.
I don’t think many people
outwardly appreciate that
women have families as well
and they are a part of the U.S.
economy. Women are just as
much of an asset as men. The
only difference between men
and women is biological.
Clinton made a valid point
about how everyday products

less? It’s absurd that a mere
biological difference dictates
your worth. The gender pay
gap has no reason to exist,
but people can be ignorant to
something that doesn’t directly
affect them.
It helps that Clinton is
a woman herself and has
experienced this discrimination
throughout her entire life
so she is very educated and
experienced on this subject.
Moreover,
it helps that
President Obama is on the

Friday that they must hand
over salary data to the White
House based on race, gender
and ethnicity, according to The
Washiiigton Post. This data
would allow for lawsuits and
investigations into companies
that pay women significantly
less than men. Also, this request
does not need congressional
approval.
This is a step in the right
direction for without action, no
problem can be corrected, at
least not in a professional and

to be noticed in its totality so
that the issue of the gender
pay gap can be terminated.
Without the proper knowledge,
an issue as great as this cannot
be corrected.
It is imperative that leaders
of the U.S. support the decision
to give women the equality
they deserve in the economy.
Without the support from
prominent leaders and otheras
alike, the gap between men
and women’s pay will never be
bridged.

Sta^ CEcfitoriaf
The
120th
Boston
Marathon is only a few days
away, and the city is gearing
up for the annual race that
draws thousands from around
the country and the world
to watch athletes make the
famous 26.2-mile journey
into Boston.
Most importantly, the
Boston Police Department is
preparing to keep all those
spectators and participants,
and the city, safe throughout
the event.
In an email shared with
students by Suffolk’s OffCampus Housing Office, BPD
Commissioner William Evans
highlighted safety precautions
his officers and their partners

Graphic by Wyatt Costello

are taking to maintain security
throughout the long weekend.
From
adding
security
cameras and observation posts
throughout the Boston portion
of the route, to blocking
vehicular traffic throughout
the city, attendees have a
vast network of professionals

on duty to protect them
throughout the race.
These
precautions
are
in place due to the tragic
attacks that occurred at the
2013 marathon. Officials have
emphasized
implementing
stringent security policies to
keep attendees safe.

As students who call
downtown Boston home,
Suffolk students should show
up to the race to cheer on
friends and strangers across
the finish line - arid feel
comfortable standing on the
sidelines.
As the Journal has reported
before, members of the Suffolk
community participate in the
race every year, from the
starting point in Hopkinton to
the finish line just blocks from
Suffolk’s campus.
So if you know a peer,
professor,
or
colleague
making the trek, go out and
cheer them on. The marathon
is a wonderful part of Boston’s
culture.
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Media stereotypes affect
real life perceptions
Serina Gousby
Asst. Opinion Editor

student government association

Dear Suffolk Students,
Last night SGA held its
annual Leadership Awards
at Sargent Hall. The night
was a lot of fun and a huge
success. Congratulations to
all the winners, and thank
you to all the leaders on
campus. Another thank you
to everyone that helped us
make this night possible.
Last week SGA passed
a
diversity
resolution,
recommending that faculty
and staff participate in social
justice training once or twice
a semester. Look out for
this resolution in the next
Student Outreach email.
Also, a reminder to
all students to be on the
lookout for SUPD’s LiveSafe
app, coming out soon. This
app will include resources,
information, the ability to
report incidents, calling
SUPD escorts and using
virtual escorts to ensure that
students are safe wherever
they are in the world. It
will be coming out soon so
be ready to download it.
School does not have to be
in session for it to work and
it will work internationally.
We’d
also
like
to
congratulate the baseball
and softball teams on their
successful seasons thus far.
Keep making Suffolk proud.
This week’s SGA meeting
will be held at NESAD. Come
join us at 75 Arlington St.
at 1:15 p.m. All members of
the Suffolk Community are
welcome to our meetings
and we always encourage
anyone to come. You can
voice your concerns, or just
hear what is going on.
We hope you all have a
great week.
- The Student Government
Association

The non-profit empowering
company
ATTN:
recently
released a video confronting
the issues Asian men face
as they are stereotyped as
unattractive on television and
film. The video featured South
Korean actor Daniel Dae Kim
from- the CBS drama Hawaii
5.0 who mentioned that it is
very notable to see Asian men
on television because there are
very few.
The video began with a
woman asking four white
American women on the
street if they found Asian men
attractive, and they all busted
out laughing. Not only has
society belittled the image of
Asian men, but also it is very
difficult for them to succeed in
the film and television industry
unless they are willing to be a
stereotype.
The media usually portrays
white men as the brave
superhero and sex symbol,
while Asian men are seen as
un-dateable, foreign, and nerds,
according to ATTN:. Television
and film characters who have
acted on these stereotypes
include Han Lee from CBS’s “2
Broke Girls,” R^iv from CBS’s

American women say Asian men are
less attractive than any other race.

1
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And the media perpetuates this idea
by portraying Asian men as undesirable.
Photos by Facebook user Attn:

“The Big Bang Theory,” and
Leslie Chow from The Hangover
trilogy.
The only male Asian
representation
I
noticed
growing up was the typical
martial arts experts like
actors Jackie Chan, Jet Li, and
Bruce Lee. Although this is a
stereotype as well, it showed
strength, attractiveness, and
at times humor for Asian men
in the media. However, how
does that help the other Asian
men who know nothing about
martial arts and don’t have the
perfect body?
Like other minorities such

as Blacks and Hispanics, AsianAmericans have always been
pressured to fit into today’s
society. Some Asian men, like
one of the ones shown in the
video, felt they had to act
more Americanized in order
to distance themselves from
the stereotypes. There should
be no reason for Asian men to
strip their authentic self just
to be considered attractive and
important in America.
Similarly, in terms of dating,
black women also fall in a same
category of being seen as less
attractive, based on OkCupid
charts. This is interesting since

stereotyped
black women
include sex symbols such as
prostitutes in film, music video
vixens, and music artists like
Rihanna, Beyonc^, and Nicki
Minaj.
Minorities in general have
a tough time being positively
depicted in the media and
celebrated for whom they are.
Since Black women are now
creating more platforms to
celebrate their worth, like Black
Girls Rock and the hashtag
#BlackCirlsMagic, there should
be a similar platforms for Asian
men and other minorities.
Regardless of body type,
intellect, and style, all Asian
men should feel they are
worthy and significant in the
United States, and to not that
they should hide their accents
or be ashamed to embrace their
cultures.
The media plays a huge
role in how Americans see
others in real life and it’s a
shame that a television show
or film can really affect a real
person based on their race. We
should always strive to avoid
stereotypes and not let them
be a driving force to connect
with different ethnicities. Not
all Asian-Americans are nerds,
unattractive, short, or great
at martial arts. So don’t judge
them based upon what you see
on the screen.

Comedy: just right or too far.^
offending someone. It can be as edgy joke on a small crowd and viewers.

Katie Dugan simple as one joke being taken if it didn’t get a good reaction,
As a fan of comedy who
Journal Staff out of context and quoted on the joke would never be told watches Saturday Night Live

There have been times where
comedians found themselves in
a tough situation for upsetting
someone, or a group, with an
offensive joke. Comedy legends
such a George Carlin, Stephen
Colbert and Joan Rivers have
felt the sting of public backlash
after telling jokes onstage.
So it has been said that a
new era of political correctness,
combined with social media, is
cause to not only steer clear
of edgy jokes, but also college
campuses. Trevor Noah of
The Daily Show blames mob
mentality, saying of young
audiences “Sometimes people
don’t even know why they’re
angry, they just jump on the
bandwagon - they don’t even
do their research,” according to
TheWrap.
I agree that recently
there has been an increase in
hypersensitivity and a growing
feeling that comedians can no
longer say anything without

Twitter or Facebook, and the
comedian will receive a storm
of retaliation from people who
are outraged. Social media is
the real enemy.
However, I do find it
offensive for Noah to think
so little of college students
by almost outwardly saying
that we don’t have minds of
our own, aren’t educated, and
aren’t mature enough to do
the research to form our own
opinions. Perhaps the irony
of my “sensitivity” plays into
Noah’s point.
After Noah took Jon
Stewart’s place on The Daily
Show in March of 2015, he
was attacked on social media
because six out of 9,000 tweets
he posted were deemed sexist
or anti-Semitic. For many
comedians, this incident was
part of a growing hysterical
trend.
The incident meant that
comedians were always walking
on eggshells when they went to
perform on stage. It used to be
that comedians could try out an

again. Now, someone could
easily be recording the joke
with a smartphone and then
post it on social media. This
forces comedians, especially
those starting out, to be more
careful. If a comedian tells the
wrong joke at the wrong time,
it could be career-ending.
Regardless of the challenges
of being a comedian in this
technological age, I do not
think it is fair to blame
college students for censoring
comedy. It’s been said that this
generation is too sensitive and
politically correct, but is that
really such a terrible thing?
Many
millennials
are
working tirelessly to make all
people feel included and valid.
Why is an entire generation
being stigmatized for trying to
make the world a better place?
Attacking millennials for not
laughing at offensive jokes is
both hurtful and a poor way to
gain an audience.
It quite possibly could be the
quality of the comedian that is
the problem, not the “sensitive”

and stand-up specials on
Netfiix, a large part of me
believes that the nature of
stand-up comedy should mean
that nothing is off-limits.
For example, if a comedian
made a rape joke, they should
expect some people to be
offended because it is a touchy
subject. I’m not saying these
types of jokes should not ever
be made , but I do believe if
they are going to be done, they
need to be done correctly.
One of the most important
skills in the art of stand-up
comedy, which most comedians
will tell you, is timing. A good
comedian knows the time
and place for certain jokes.
The key to getting away with
jokes about touchy subjects is
knowing when to say it and
how to deliver it.
But there is a bottom line

here. Not everyone is going to
be offended by the same things,
not everyone is going to laugh
at the same things, and no one
can decide what is offensive
and what is not.
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Softballs winning ways

Thank you Papi
Trevor Morris
Asst. Sports Editor
To the city of Boston, David
Ortiz has become an icon. Ortiz
has been a part of Red Sox
baseball for the past 14 years
and on his journey brought
home three World Series
championships, ended an 86year championship drought,
and broke the curse of the
Bambino.
From day one, Ortiz knew
he wanted to be “the guy” for
Boston and has always been
comfortable with that role even
back when he first signed with
the Red Sox as a free agent.
“David is as comfortable
in his own skin as any pro
athlete I’ve ever been around,”
Red Sox general manager Ben
Cherington, who worked in
Boston’s front office when
Ortiz was acquired, told Barry
Svarluga of the Washington
Post.
“Just think about it: It all
sort of seems normal now, but
think back 20 years ago, or
maybe a little further, but the
idea of a strong-willed, strong
voiced, big, black Dominican
man being by far the face of
Boston sports - that wasn’t
always normal.”
Being the face of the Red
Sox allowed him the chance
to shine brightly in every
spotlight and being that front
man allowed Ortiz to drop an
F-bomb on live TV days after
the terrorist bombings at the
2013 Boston Marathon.
Yet how was Ortiz able to
rise to the superstar status
we recognize him for today?
Right after his release from
the Minnesota Twins on Dec.
16, 2002. When the news had
broke pitcher Pedro Martinez
was immediately on the phone
with the then-Red Sox GM Theo
Epstein urging the team to sign
Ortiz.

..........

‘

On Jan. 22, 2003 Ortiz
officially became a member
of the Boston Red Sox where
he has cemented his legacy as
one of the greatest designated
hitters of all time.
From his home run in the
12th-inning to win Game 4 of
the 2004 ALCS, to avoiding a 4-0
sweep of the New York Yankees
and then just one night later
singling home the winning
run in the bottom of the 14th
to send the series back to New
York where the rest went down
in history as one of the greatest
comebacks in baseball.
In 2006, Ortiz broke the
team record for home runs
with 54.
In 2007, he helped lead the
Red Sox to their second world
series title in 3 years batting
an incredible .332/.445/.621
AVG/OBP/SLG split and hit 52
doubles, 35 home runs and 117
runs batted in, according to
Bleacher Report.
In the 2007 World Series,
Ortiz hit .333 (5-for-15) with
three doubles and four runs
batted in, according to the
Bleacher Report. He even
played first base in Games 3
and 4 in Colorado due to the
National League not having a
designated hitter position.
Finally in 2013, he finished
off an impeccable postseason
run with the Sox as he had a
.688 average and went on to
win the World Series MVP.
Ortiz put the city of Boston on
his back and proved to all of
us what “Boston Strong” truly
meant.
So thank you, Ortiz, for all
you have done for this city. You
proved to this whole city that
even in the face of adversity we
can join together as one and
prove that two brothers cannot
break this strength this city’s
strength. With only 156 games
remaining we, the fans, have
to appreciate all that you have
done for this city as you make
your final curtain call.

Courtesy of Suffolk Athletics

Nicole Isakson

SkylarTo
Sports Editor

a year,
Suffolk
Once
University’s softball team plays
for something bigger than
themselves- to raise cancer
awareness.
On Saturday, April 9,
the team hosted its fourth
annual Coaches versus Cancer
fundraising event in a double
header
against Emmanuel
(Mass.). The home games
originally set for 12 p.m. and 2
p.m. were postponed to 6 p.m.
and 8 p.m. at Clemente Field
due to inclement weather. The
team lost the first match 2-0
before coming back with a 6-3
win in the second game, which
was their first conference win
this season.
“[The event] wasn’t at the
right time or place, but it was
a great day, a nice event, and
we made it work,” said Head
Coach Jacl3m Davis. “Family and
friends always do a great job
getting the event together.” The
Lady Rams’ parents sold baked
sale goods and refreshments
to raise money to go towards
prostate cancer research this
year.
The
fundraising
event
kicked off during Davis’s first
season with the team. Davis
pitched the idea to see how the
event would turn out and she
then reached out to the Great
Northeast Athletic Conference
to make Coaches versus Cancer
an event teams can participate
in around the league.
“Every year, every team
By Facebook user ESPN Baseball Tonight chooses who or what they want
to play for,” said Davis. “Each

Meredifh Ball

team plays for a specific reason
or person to raise breast cancer
awareness.”
Teams partner with the
American Cancer Society to
donate money raised toward
general cancer research or
make a request for the money
to go toward a specific kind
of cancer. Teams play to
remember and honor cancer
fighters, survivors and those
who have passed away.
“It’s easy to get caught up
day to day. It’s easy to get
caught up in how hectic and
challenging things can be,” said
Davis. “We forget to step back
and appreciate life, and what
we have. Life’s not as bad as
you think it is.”
Coaches
versus
Cancer
helps the team see “the bigger
picture,” Davis said.
“It’s a great reminder to have
a better perspective, and to be
thankful for what we’ve been
given and opportunities we
have,” Davis said. “Appreciate
what you are given and not
take it for granted.”
With 24 games remaining
in the season and a 12-4
record after notching wins
in their conference doubleheader matches versus Lasell
on Sunday night, Davis thinks
the team is off to a really good
start.
“Everybody has played and
contributed in some point in
some fashion,” said Davis. “We
have depth and versatility. We
do a great job supporting each
other.”
Before the start of the
season, the Lady Rams were
projected to finish fourth of 12
teams in the GNAC preseason
poll, senior co-captain and
outfielder
Nicole
Isakson
disagrees and thinks the

team can place higher in the
standings. Isakson added that
the team went from finishing
in eighth place her freshman
year to coming in first place
last season.
“Our goal is to finish higher
up and win the GNAC,” said
Isakson. “Other teams have to
prepare for us. And we have to
prepare for them.”
Senior
co-captain
and
outfielder
Meredith
Ball
said her team is healthy
and motivated to win the
conference tournament. Ball
thinks her team works really
good together.
“We understand what it is
like to be on a team and to
put others before ourselves,”
said Ball. “We do a great job at
coming back during games. We
strive to beat every team we
come in contact with.”
Davis works with the team
in setting the tone, challenging
each other to be better, and
maintaining
energy
and
motivation.
“I don’t want them to settle,
the team has a lot of games
in hand in a short amount of
time,” said Davis. “We have to
continue having that energy
and consistency.”
Playing around the weather
has been another challenge for
the team, which has rescheduled
games and crammed back-toback matches toward the end
of the season.
“It’s been kind of crazy and
unexpected,” said Isakson. “The
only control you have is what
you bring everyday. I also try
to bring encouragement and
positivity.”
“It’s hard to stay ready when
we haven’t played in so long,”
said Isakson. “We just have to
stay excited to play and win.”
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Head coach shakes up softball program
'"W

SkylarTo
Sports Editor

3^

.

-Josh (Jordon’s reinstatement
■appeal denied by Nbl..
■
Softball Head Coach Jacl3m
-Video evidence shows the
Davis has always loved Boston
late Will Smith was possibly^ and knew being back in the city
■involved in a hit-and-run ^ was where she wanted to be.
before fatal shooting.
I: when she took on the challenge
$ of turning the university’s
softball program around.
-NBA Owners e.vpected to
Davis entered her first
approN’e ads on jerse\'s for f, season as head coach in 2013
the 2017-18 season.
A after serving as head softball
.'•I
coach at Austin College. She
-NCAA agrees to new 8-)ear also served as an assistant
.S8.8 billion dollar contract \ softball coach for the Rams in
2008-09 before spending two
with 'I'urner Sports and CJBS-j
seasons at Rutgers University.
for March Madness rights.
Upon Davis’s arrival, her biggest
challenges were changing the
■^MMA fighter Joao Car\ alho team culture, and redefining
success and expected work
died from iniuries sullered
•in his welterweight fight vs. ' ethnic.
“Once [team culture, success
Charlie Ward.
i
k.
and work ethnic] was put into
place, we were able to solidify
l^CIeinson agrees to
who or what wasn’t able to
6-year S.^0 million dollar
make the commitment,” said
Davis
in an interview with the
•extensions with head coach ^
Journal.
pabo Swinney.
Davis
also
faced
the
challenge of recruiting and
'-Celtics coach Brad Stevens
adding to the 11-member
jvill not rest starters as the
program in 2013. She spent a
foam pushes for fourth seed : lot of time recruiting successful
in NBA playolls.
,. | student-athletes.
“I hit the ground running,”
t.:
said Davis. “I tried to go to as
-Bruins winger I.oui Friksson
many events as possible and
felt the Bruins were not
meet as many students and
honest at the trade deadline their families as possible.”
that they did not recie\e a
Despite
the
challenge,
the period of time was also
good oiler for him.
successful for Da-vis as she
recruited “excellent students
-Ottawa Senators fired coach
and softball talent.”
Dave ( aimeron after In
“Coach
has
done
a
months as head coach.
phenomenal job recognizing
what needs to be changed in
the athletic department and
-Jolinny Man/iel is
what
type of girls needs to be
reportetlly living with
recruited for our team,” said
I former teammate [osh
senior co-captain Meredith
I (iordon.
Ball in an interview with the
I

Journal. The outfielder gives
credit to Davis’s “good recruits
and great coaching” for the
Atirien Broner jailed in
team’s
winning records ever
Ohio on probation violation.
since she has been coaching
the team.
-The Fos Angeles Dodgers
Now, halfway into her
become the first te.ini to
fourth season at Suffolk, Davis
reveal a 1) logo on batting has seen depth grow in the
roster, which she sees as a good
helmet.
problem to have when making
game time decisions, a problem
i -l.ehron James and the
she did not face -with a smaller
I (develand (iavilers clincheil team.
the top seed in the eastern
“Every single one of them
can play,” Davis said. “They
conference.
have an incredible amount of
- David Ortiz becomes the 1st talent among them. They can
start an)where.”
: player ovei 30 years old to
When senior co-captain
; have ^ home runs in the lirst Nicole Isakson looks at the
' 7 games of the season since team, she sees the confidence
and strength the team has
! 1 lank Aaron.
to win games with the goal
and hope of capturing a

j -Four-time boxing champion
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truly able to pick me up when
be here.”
championship title.
From working out or doing I am having a bad day. They
“When we had 11 people
you didn’t know what position homework together on a day understand the meaning of
you were going to play,” said off from practice. Ball said the friendship.”
Davis is proud of her
Isakson in an interview with team spends everyday together.
team
in working hard to
the Journal. “A lot of people
“It’s an honor to call this
also
carry
success off of the
were new to their positions, it team my second family,” said
field.
She
acknowledges the
was hard to be consistent as a Ball. “Working together in the
challenges
student-athletes
team when everyone’s learning gym, classroom and on the field
face,
and
said
her players are
their position.”
is rewarding when you have
a
great
representation
of the
As an outfielder, Isakson people to celebrate wins with
community
with
more
than
half
you.”
said having to be versatile
of
the
team
participates
in
the
The
growth
carries
off
of
in playing second base her
freshman year was a challenge. the field as well. The team has university’s honors program.
“Being a student-athlete is
She thinks having assigned become a family.
“We do a great job year hard work and having a large
roles and a bigger team helped
everyone work better as a to year in becoming a little support system that you can
family,” said Davis. “When rely on everyday is important,”
team.
Isakson added that Davis is softball is hard, life gets hard said Ball.
As head coach, the best
and school gets hard, they have
very goal oriented.
“She wanted more for each other’s backs. They have part about Davis’s job, she
says, is watching the team
our team and more for our my back and are my family.”
Davis thinks the family come together and developing
program,” said Isakson. “She
saw potential and she’s been like bond and experiences the relationships with family and
growing potential ever since. team shares are something student-athletes.
“I’m a part of something
She recruited great players and players will always remember
after they graduate, not wins bigger than myself,” said
coaches to help.”
However,
Davis
said or losses. Becoming closer Davis. “[Coaching] is incredibly
growing as a team makes it as a team is exactly what she rewarding. Seeing them find
tough to keep people invested wanted the team to do in the success and happiness on
and off of the field is very
and happy. Ball and Isakson rebuilding process.
“These girls are one of a rewarding. I hope I will know
are the only two graduating
seniors on the team this year; kind,” said Ball. “They are them for a very long time.”
the program has a young group
of talent moving forward. With
the expectation of returning
players next season, Da'vis will
continue to recruit and add
depth to the team.
“We’ll continue to bring
talent,” said Davis. “Each year,
it always finds a way to work
itself out.”
“We have a very strong
sophomore class that made our
4/13 Johnson St.
4/13 at Eastern Conn. St.
program turn from a losing
TBD
4 p.m.
record to a winning record,”
4/13 Johnson St.
4/14 at Mass. Maritime
said Ball.
“I want them to continue
TBD
3:30 p.m.
being successful,” said Isakson.
4/15 at Mount Ida 4/16 Rivier
“I want them to keep the
3 p.m.
Noon
reputation that we are the best
and to keep winning. I know
4/10 at Mount Ida 4/16 Rivier
they will grow a lot.”
5 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
Besides
added
depth
and growth, Davis sees the
“incredible passion” the team 4/13 at
4/16-4/17
has for the sport and for each
UMass.-Dartmouth Johnson & Wales
other.
“The energy level
is 6:30 p.m.
University Wildcats
incredibly high, which is great,” 4/14 at Salem St.
Spring Invitational
said Davis vnth a chuckle. “The
All Day
amount of heart is difficult to 4:00
match. They genuinely want to

UPCOMING GAMES
Softball

Men’s Tennis

Baseball

Golf

